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Abstract:
“FELXIBLE AND FINE GRAINED ATTRIBUTE BASED DATA STORAGE IN CLOUD COMPUTING” The development of
cloud computing, outsourcing data to cloud server attracts lots of attentions. To guarantee the security and achieve flexibly finegrained file access control, attribute based encryption (ABE) was proposed and used in cloud storage system. However, user
revocation is the primary issue in ABE schemes. In this article, we provide a cipher text-policy attribute based encryption (CPABE) scheme with efficient user revocation for cloud storage system. The issue of user revocation can be solved efficiently by
introducing the concept of user group. When any user leaves, the group manager will update users’ private keys except for those
who have been revoked. Additionally, CP-ABE scheme has heavy computation cost, as it grows linearly with the complexity for
the access structure. To reduce the computation cost, we outsource high computation load to cloud service providers without
leaking file content and secret keys. Notably, our scheme can withstand collusion attack performed by revoked users cooperating
with existing users. We prove the security of our scheme under the divisible computation Diffie-Hellman (DCDH) assumption.
The result of our experiment shows computation cost for local devices is relatively low and can be constant. Our scheme is
suitable for resource constrained devices.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing, as a new technology paradigm with
promising further, is becoming more and more popular
nowadays. It can provide users with seemingly unlimited
computing resource. Enterprises and people can outsource time
consuming computation workloads to cloud without spending
the extra capital on deploying and maintaining hardware and
software. Flexibly and fine-grained file access control,
attribute based encryption (ABE) was proposed and used in
cloud storage system. However, user revocation is the primary
issue in ABE schemes. In this article, we provide a cipher text
policy attribute based encryption (CP-ABE) scheme with
efficient user revocation for cloud storage system. The issue of
user revocation can be solved efficiently by introducing the
concept of user group. When any user leaves, the group
manager will update users’ private keys except for those who
have been revoked. Security issues are main obstacles for wide
application of cloud computing .To achieve flexible finegrained file access control, attribute based encryption (ABE)
was proposed and used. However, user revocation is the
primary issue in ABE schemes. We need efficient user
revocation for cloud storage system. At the same time heavy
computation cost should not spoil the application performance.
The system should with stand collusion attack performed by
revoked users cooperating with existing users. The system
should be suitable for resource constrained devices also. CPABE scheme has heavy computation cost, as it grows linearly
with the complexity for the access structure. To reduce the
computation cost, we outsource high computation load to
cloud service providers without leaking file content and secret
keys. Notably, our scheme can withstand collusion attack
performed by revoked users cooperating with existing users.
We prove the security of our scheme under the divisible
computation Diffie-Hellman (DCDH) assumption. The result
of our experiment shows computation cost for local devices is
relatively low and can be constant. Our scheme is suitable for
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resource constrained devices. A basic CP-ABE scheme
concludes the following fundamental algorithms:
Setup: This algorithm takes a security parameter as input. It
outputs a public parameter and a master key.
Encrypt: This algorithm takes the public parameter, a message,
and an access policy in the attribute universe as input. The
algorithm outputs a cipher-text CT such that only the user
whose attribute set satisfies the access policy can decrypt
Key Gen: This algorithm takes the master key and an attribute
set as input. It outputs a private key with respect to the
attribute set.
Decrypt: This algorithm takes the public parameter, a ciphertext CT, and a private key as input. If the user’s attribute set
satisfies the access structure embedded in the Cipher-Text,
then the algorithm decrypts the cipher-text successfully
Perform user revocation operation by combining CP-ABE with
re-encryption. In their scheme, each user belongs to a group
and holds a group secret key issued by the group Manager.
The main contributions in this project are as follows

In this system, we focus on designing a CP-ABE
scheme with efficient user revocation for cloud storage system.

We aim to model collusion attack performed by
revoked users cooperating with existing users.

Furthermore, we construct an efficient user revocation
CP-ABE scheme through improving the existing scheme and
prove our scheme is CPA secure under the selective model.

To solve existing security issue, we embed a
certificate into each user’s private key. In this way, each user’s
group secret key is different from others and bound together
with his private key associated with attributes.

To reduce users’ computation burdens, we introduce
two cloud service providers named encryption-cloud service
provider (E-CSP) and decryption-cloud service provider (DCSP).
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The duty of E-CSP is to perform outsourced
encryption operation and D-CSP is to perform outsourced
decryption operation.

In the encryption phase, the operation associated with
the dummy attribute is performed locally while the operation
associated with the sub-tree is outsourced to E-CSP.

II.SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Activity Diagram
Activity diagrams are graphical representations of workflows
of stepwise activities and actions with support for choice,
iteration and concurrency. In the Unified Modelling Language,
activity diagrams can be used to describe the business and
operational step-by-step workflows of components in a system.
An activity diagram shown in Figure 1

III.NON – FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Figure.1.Activity Diagram
IMPLEMENTATION
The application consists of four modules Data Owner, Data
User, Group Manager and Auditor. Each module has several
role. These roles are explained through activity diagram. The
flow of the work as follows in Figure 2

Non – Functional requirements, as the name suggests, are
those requirements that are not directly concerned with the
specific functions delivered by the system. They may relate to
emergent system properties such as reliability response time
and store occupancy. Alternatively, they may define
constraints on the system such as the capability of the Input
Output devices and the data representations used in system
interfaces. Many non-functional requirements relate to the
system as whole rather than to individual system features. This
means they are often critical than the individual functional
requirements. The following non-functional requirements are
worthy of attention.
The key non-functional requirements are:
1)
Security: The system should allow secure
communication between cloud server & user.
2)
Platform Independence: The application should run
on any platform without recompilation.
3)
Reliability: The system should be reliable and must
not degrade the performance of the existing system and should
not lead to the hanging of the system.
4)
Response time: The application response time should
be quick.
5)
Scalability: The system should provide optimal
performance even if the user base grows dramatically.
6)
Maintainability: The system should support
incorporation of future requirements easily.
7)
Robustness: The application should be fault tolerant
with respect to illegal user/receiver inputs. Error checking has
been built in the system to prevent system failure.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This Project is developed by using core java it is used for
Implementing business logic, with a backend database is
MYSQL and JSP it is used for creating Dynamic web pages
and a web browser and the servlet it is used for controller to

Figure. 2.FlowChart
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control the flow of application. This implementation
technologies such as JSP, programming language such as
JAVA, JavaScript, and HTML ,relational databases MySQL,
Access.

5.Data owner send certificate request to GM

1.Home Page

6.Group Manager Login
2.Data Owner Relationship

7.GM response to request through Mail Id

3.Data User Registration

8.Data Owner upload In Encryption Form
4.Data Owner Login
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9.Data User Login Page

13.GM has Revoked User

IV.CONCLISION
10.Data User send certificate Request to GM& Auditor

We provided a formal definition and security model for CPABE with user revocation. We also constructed a concrete CPABE scheme which is CPA secure based on DCDH
assumption. To resist collusion attack, we embed a certificate
into the user’s private key. So that malicious users and the
revoked users do not have the ability to generate a valid
private key through combining their private keys. Additionally,
we outsource operations with high computation cost to reduce
the user’s computation burdens. Through applying the
technique of outsource, computation cost for local devices is
much lower and relatively fixed. The results of our experiment
show that our scheme is efficient for resource constrained
devices.
V.FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS

11.GM response to request through User Mail Id

1. Better algorithm than CP-ABE can be designed
to improve the performance.
2. UI can be improved
3. Private key can be sent to mobile phone
4. Data leakage detection mechanism can be implemented
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